WHAT MAKES AN INSECT?
Insects are small arthropods. Like other arthropods, insects have bodies covered in a hard exoskeleton that is divided into segments with paired jointed limbs. Features that are unique in insects are
that they have three-segmented bodies, three pairs of legs, special compound eyes, and antennae.
Young insects often look very different from adults. Many insects undergo a drastic makeover into
adulthood known as metamorphosis, like caterpillars growing into butterflies. There are about 1.5
million insect species in the world, half a million are beetles alone! This means over half of all describes eukaryotes are insects, making them one of the most biodiverse groups of life on Earth!
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HOW TO OBSERVE INSECTS
Light Sheet
Materials:
• White sheet
• Portable light (blacklight optional)
• Rope (long enough to span the width between two trees)
• Clothespins (optional)

If you have left a porch light on, you have probably experienced a the swarm of curious
bugs flying around the light. If you are trying to observe insects, you can use this to your
advantage! A great way to observe A LOT of nocturnal insects is to set out a light sheet.
To do this, drape a white sheet on a tightly strung
rope, with one to two feet spread horizontally on
the ground, and secure with clothespins. Suspend
your light near the top of your sheet. The set up
can get creative based on your surroundings and
light source. For instance, a light may be tied to
a branch with rope, or from the sheet rope.
Battery-operated lights work best for portability
and flexibility of your light’s set up.
At dusk, turn on the light and check the sheet
periodically throughout the night to see what cool
insects show up and hang out. Some insects will
prefer landing on the vertical surface or the sheet,
while others may stay low and hang around on the
ground or near the bottom.
You can try this method in a variety of ways to optimize your insect
observations. A commonly used alternative is to use a blacklight or using bait to attract
specific groups of insects.

Colored Pan Traps
Materials:
• Solid-colored plate or bowls
• That’s all!
Pollinators are attracted to highly reflective colors of
flowers. We can use this to our advantage to attract
them from observation. To do this, set out colored
pans 0-1 meter above ground level during the day
and watch bees, beetles, flies, wasps, butterflies, and
moths flock to your pans.
Optimum tray colors have been found to be bright
yellow or white. However, any bright color usually
works and different insects are attracted to different colors. Try setting out a variety of tray colors at
different heights and see if there’s a difference in the
diversity you see!

Sifting
Materials:
• Cat litter box with sifting pan
• Garden gloves
• Foreceps
Leaf dwelling insects can be found using a simple
litter box with an accompanying sifter. Grab leaves
with garden gloves and place on sifter. Shake back
and forth so small debris and insects fall through the
sifter into the litter pan. Pick through to find insects!
Sampling from areas with accumulating, decaying
leaves, or leaves from near rotting logs work best.

Baited Pitfall Traps
Materials:
• Plastic cup
• Trowel
• Bait (chicken/ chicken gizzard are known to work well)
• Metal sheet (optional)
• Paper clips

For insects that feed on carrion (dead animals), such as carrion beetles and flies, we
can use a baited pitfall trap to find these sometimes elusive insects.
First, dig a hole in the ground, deep enough
so that the top of your container is level
with the ground. Next, unfold the paper clip,
skewer your raw meat to one end and hook
the other end onto the side of the plastic
cup. Arrange the paper clip so that the bait
is hanging in the center of the cup. Place the
cup with the bait into the hole and cover the
top with some kind of roof to prevent vertebrates and debris from getting to the trap.
Wait 3-5 days before checking the trap.
An easy option is to fold the corners of a
square sheet of metal to make a hexagon
cover and place it over the cup.

Umbrella Trap
Materials:
• Umbrella (white works best)
• Stick or baton
This one is easy enough! To find shrub-dwelling
insects (and spiders), place an upside-down umbrella
under a shrub. Using a stick or baton, gently beat on the
branches and leaves of the plant so that insects falling
will aim for the umbrella. Angling the umbrella toward the
greenery often helps catch more falling insects. If they
are escaping too fast to observe or catch, gently shaking
the umbrella pushes them back to the center.

Aquatic Nets
Materials:
• Aquatic net
• Shallow tray
• Magnifying glass (optional)
There are also many insects and invertebrates that live in
fresh water! Many insects spend their larvae/nymph cycles in
water before emerging as adults. First, find a body of water.
Thankfully, insects like hanging out near the water’s edge,
so there’s no need to go too deep. Next, get a net (Or a fine,
mesh sieve; something with holes to allow water to fall through
while keeping larger material and bugs). Use the net or
sieve to scrape along the bottom of the water body and
allow the water to escape through the net. Nest, dump
the contents into a shallow tray and use tweezers to pick
out bugs (look for moving things!). A magnifying glass
would be useful here. A great resource to identiy most larvae
to order is www.macroinvertebrates.org.

